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iriSound
- intelligent intercom

WATERPROOF INTERCOM SOLUTION

Engineered to perform in even the toughest 

environments, the iriSound Intelligent intercom is 

packed with advanced technology that ensures you 

can effortlessly communicate with your teammates, 

loud and clear - allowing you to focus on what you 

do best - getting the job done.

The iriSound System - the obvious choice for mission critical situations

Superior sound quality

The heart of the intelligent intercom is 
the iriSound unit itself, combining a DSP 
controlled mixer unit with audio from 
user headsets and external radios. No 
compromise, high quality components, 
advanced technology in a rugged and 
waterproof design, gives you a professional 
and reliable platform. Packed with 
advanced features such as noise com-
pression, automatic squelch levels and 
high-end military grade noise cancelling 
microphones, ensures you no longer miss 
out on vital communication. We have 
made the iriSound ready to go - right out 
of the box - so you’re good to go.

Learn much more at www.iwcs.eu

Modular

The iriSound Intelligent Intercom system 
is modular and scalable giving you the 
freedom to expand your setup when 
needed. Need to add a Trainer or extra 
crew simply plug in their module; likewise 
with a Mobile Phone or our other 
options, you can expand the system. 
iriSound supports multiple external radios, 
audio recorders, external hailers, user 
defined grids and more. If you need more 
than 10 audio channels, simply connect 
another iriSound to the system

Professional support
Our qualified technical staff are ready to 
help you, should you have any questions.

Competitive prices

You will find that not only is iriSound 
a state-of-the-art professional intercom 
solution, but it’s also very competively 
priced. 

Check with your local dealer.
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Additional user features can be controlled 
by the iriSelect control unit.

(optional extra)

Full Duplex secure handsfree communication

Wireless - up to 100 m form vehicle

Hygienic - easy to desinfect

Clear Communication while wearing PPE

Integration of multiple radios with remote PTT*

Patient and/or relative headset

Audio recording for evaluation, education and documentation

Connect to mobile phone

Change Setup Configuration on the go

Play relaxing music to patient

* Require the selected headset supports PTT

BASIC CONFIGURATION UPGRADES


